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Abstract—We propose evaluation of a multi-component home automated telemanagement system providing integrated support to both clinicians and patients in implementing hypertension treatment guidelines. In a randomized clinical study, 550 blacks with hypertension are followed for 18 months. The major components of the intervention and control groups are identical and are based on the current standard of care. For the purpose of this study, we define “standard of care” as the expected evidence-based care provided according to the current hypertension treatment guidelines. Although intervention and control groups are similar in terms of their care components, they differ in the mode of care delivery. For the control group the best attempt is made to deliver all components of a guideline-concordant care in a routine clinical environment whereas for the intervention group the routine clinical environment is enhanced with health information technology that assists clinicians and patients in working together in implementing treatment guidelines. The home automated telemangement system guides patients in following their individualized treatment plans and helps care coordination team in monitoring the patient progress. The study design is aimed addressing the main question of this trial: whether the addition of the information technology–enhanced care coordination in the routine primary care setting can improve delivery of evidence-based hypertension care in blacks. The outcome parameters include quality of life, medical care use, treatment compliance, psychosocial variables, and improvement in blood pressure control rates. The trial will provide insight on the potential impact of information technology–enhanced care coordination in blacks with poorly controlled hypertension. (Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes. 2009;2:272-278.)
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Recent studies demonstrated that successful chronic disease management requires a coordinated effort that includes health care providers who follow current clinical guidelines in their every day practice, educated patients who are adherent to their prescribed treatment plans, and comprehensive patient-provider communication. Previous studies have been successful in affecting the major components of hypertension care including physician practice patterns, patient adherence to therapy, and patient-provider communication. These studies focused mainly on an improvement of a single component of the clinical care process. To date there have been a limited number of studies evaluating the coordinated approach that concurrently uses all of the above-mentioned components in an integrated framework linked to primary care. In this study we propose evaluating a multi-component telemangement system that provides integrated support to both clinicians and patients in implementing hypertension treatment guidelines in accordance with the Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC 7). Several studies explored the possibilities of home telecare programs for patients with hypertension. A study of effects of home telemonitoring on blood pressure (BP) control in urban blacks demonstrated a more pronounced improvement in BP control as compared to a community-based intervention. A home telemonitering service was particularly efficacious among black patients in a randomized clinical trial conducted to determine the efficacy of a telecommunication service in reducing BP. A care management program delivered through secure patient Web communications improved BP control in patients with hypertension. A nutrition education program delivered via the Internet was associated with significant weight loss and with the lowering of BP. However, none of these programs studied the impact of a multi-component telemangement system that provides integrated support to both clinicians and patients in implementing JNC 7 guidelines to improve hypertension control rates in blacks.

The Home Automated Telemangement (HAT) system was designed to facilitate the Chronic Care Model by supporting an informed activated patient interacting with a prepared proactive practice team. The HAT system helps to implement patient self-care, clinical decision support and care coordination, enhanced patient-provider communication, disease education, control of patient adherence with their individualized treatment plans, healthy lifestyle counseling, and social support. In previous studies we have demonstrated (1) a high level of acceptance of the HAT system by patients with limited education and no previous computer experience; (2) acceptance of the system by physician and nurses taking care...
of their patients, and (3) validity of the self-testing results in adult patients who used HAT. The system has been successfully implemented for home telemangement in patients with asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, inflammatory bowel disease, and multiple sclerosis.

In this study, we seek to advance our understanding of the applicability and utility of home telemangement by focusing on its impact on blacks with hypertension. Routine care delivery of a guideline-concordant hypertension care including both pharmacological and nonpharmacological components is frequently hampered by multiple barriers at system, clinic, and patient levels. The major components of the intervention and control groups in this study are identical and are based on the current standard of care. For the purpose of this study, we define "standard of care" as the expected evidence-based care provided according to the JNC 7 guidelines. Although intervention and control groups are similar in terms of their care components, they differ in the mode of care delivery. For the control group the best attempt is made to deliver all components of a guideline-concordant care in a routine clinical environment, whereas for the intervention group the routine clinical environment is enhanced with health information technology (IT) that assists clinicians and patients in working together in implementing treatment guidelines. This design is aimed to address the main question of this trial: whether the addition of the IT-enhanced care coordination in the routine primary care setting can improve delivery of evidence-based hypertension care in blacks.

The specific goals of this study include (1) refining the HAT program according to the JNC 7 Report and implementing the multidisciplinary model for hypertension telemangement in blacks as an adjunct to ambulatory care, and (2) evaluating in a randomized clinical trial the impact of telemangement on hypertension care delivery and on patients' clinical outcomes using both clinic- and patient-level variables. The comparison will be made with the standard of hypertension care recommended by JNC 7 Report.

The following primary hypothesis related to clinic-level outcomes will be tested: Use of telemangement will be associated (1) with improved proportion of treated patients that achieve blood pressure goals meeting JNC 7 recommendations, and (2) with a significant reduction in systolic and diastolic blood pressure. We will also explore the impact of HAT on physician awareness and on the use of the hypertension treatment guidelines promulgated by the JNC 7 Report.

The following secondary exploratory hypothesis related to patient-level outcomes will be evaluated: the HAT program will have positive impact on behavioral and cognitive factors that play an important role in the process of patient self-management, including hypertension treatment self-efficacy, health locus of control, health beliefs, and knowledge of hypertension. We will also investigate the impact of HAT on patients' compliance with multi-component treatment plans (including adherence to medication regimens and therapeutic lifestyle changes) and explore the effect of the HAT system on a patient's ability to reach dietary, physical activity, weight control, and sodium consumption goals recommended by the JNC 7 Report.

During this study we will explore the impact of HAT on patient satisfaction with medical care, health-related quality of life, and health services utilization. We will also assess acceptance of the HAT system by both patients and providers.

### Conceptual Framework Model

The Chronic Care Model (CCM), described by Wagner et al., provides a conceptual framework for effective patient-centered disease management. The HAT system is designed to support the major components of this model on patient and physician levels including (1) an informed, activated patient; (2) self-management support; (3) productive patient-provider interactions; (4) a prepared, proactive practice team; (5) decision support; and (6) clinical information systems.

The healthy lifestyle support provided by the HAT system uses behavioral constructs from Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), Transtheoretical Model and Consumer Information Processing Model as its major theoretical behavioral foundation. SCT synthesizes concepts and processes from cognitive, behavioral, and emotional models of behavioral change. SCT constructs relevant to the HAT design include behavioral capability, self-efficacy, outcome expectation, and reinforcement.

Behavioral capability includes knowledge of "what to do" and "how to do it" as well as the skills needed to perform it. Behavioral capability is considered a necessary prerequisite for performing a behavior, but is insufficient to guarantee performance. Self-efficacy expectations are a person's beliefs about one's capability to perform a specific behavior. Self-efficacy beliefs have been found to be related to whether or not a person will attempt a task and also to how long a person will persevere in completing the task. Outcome expectations are a person's beliefs concerning the effects of engaging in certain actions. Realistic outcome expectations can enhance self-efficacy. Reinforcement is defined as response to a person's behavior that increases or decreases the chances of recurrences. Table 1 highlights how the constructs of SCT apply to the HAT design.

The HAT components using SCT concepts provide support and reinforcement while making an attempt to enhance...
patient self-efficacy by creating mastery. This approach includes the following strategies: (1) identifying barriers by providing the patient with a list of potentially remediable factors; (2) helping patients set intermediate, small, and easily achieveable goals; and (3) offering vignettes for modeling appropriate behavior.

The Transtheoretical Model (TTM) provides a theoretical framework which is used in interventions aimed to help patients adopt healthy behaviors.\(^{17}\) The model comprises 4 constructs: stages of change (precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance and relapse), decisional balance, situational self-efficacy, and processes of change.\(^{18}\)

The tailored messages that are delivered to the patient by the HAT system are based on patient self-reported data. For each patient, behavioral constructs such as stage of change and self-efficacy are collected during a self-testing session and are sent to the HAT central server. A tailored message corresponding to the behavioral construct is then chosen from the message library and sent back to the patient.

The Consumer Information Processing Model (CIP) is based on 2 central postulates.\(^{19}\) First, the amount of information that can be processed by individuals is limited. Second, the usability of information can be maximized by splitting and providing it in “chunks.” These claims have been supported by previous findings\(^ {20} \) that short-term memory is limited to 7 (or 5 to 9) chunks of information. These CIP concepts have been used in our user interface and in the design of the interactive multimedia education module. The user interface for this study was designed to represent a limited amount of information on each screen so that patients can easily grasp all the presented information in an unambiguous way. For the interactive education module, we divided the educational curriculum into small educational tips, and organized the tips into consecutive sections.

### Study Design

#### Overview of the Clinical Trial

To evaluate the efficacy of the HAT System as an adjunct to the current standard of medical care for black patients with hypertension, we propose to conduct a randomized clinical trial. The study is conducted in primary care clinics located in the Baltimore/Washington, DC, metropolitan area.

All candidate clinics (n=50) have been classified ( stratified) as university, Veteran Affairs, HMO/private, and non-private/other sites. This classification resulted in a total of 4 categories. Our choice of the stratification factor was based on the results of the ALLHAT study that showed statistical differences in BP control rates between university or Veteran Affairs sites compared with private or HMO sites.\(^ {21}\) Stratified randomization was performed at the clinic level with patients sequentially selected within each clinic (11 patients from each clinic). Overall 550 patients have been enrolled into this study.

#### Research Model

The research model (Figure) defines the variables to be measured and their hypothesized associations. Fifty primary care clinics will be randomly assigned to 1 of 2 study groups: the HAT intervention (group 1) or the current standard of care (as recommended by JNC 7) control (group 2). The individual primary care clinic will be the unit of analysis. For each clinic, we will assess the effect of hypertension (HTN) HAT on hypertension control rates and mean change in systolic and diastolic blood pressure. We will also explore the HAT impact on behavioral and cognitive factors affecting patient-centered care, patient satisfaction with care, physician awareness and acceptance of JNC 7 guidelines, and related outcomes. Patient satisfaction with medical care is an exploratory outcome (see Figure) measured by a Client Satisfaction Questionnaire.\(^ {22}\) The relevant study variables include the (1) independent variables, (2) dependent variables, (3) potential confounding variables, and (4) intervening variables. The study variables under each category are listed in the Figure.

The major components of ambulatory care practice to be received in the 2 study groups are presented in Table 2 and described below. The components are subdivided into 2 sets depending on whether they are delivered on a clinic or a patient level. Clinicians in both study groups undergo a comprehensive education of the JNC 7 guidelines. Patient e-kiosks for hypertension education are installed in waiting rooms in all clinics. Patients in both study groups undergo structured hypertension education and receive the standard of care for hypertension recommended by JNC 7 guidelines. The only difference between the 2 groups is that in the intervention group both clinicians and patients are assisted by the HAT system.

#### Clinic-Level Components

Academic detailing has been shown to successfully affect clinician practice patterns.\(^ {23}\) In this study, academic detailing of JNC 7 Report is conducted in small groups in all participating clinics by local hypertension care opinion leaders. The academic detailing is supplemented by the distribution of the JNC 7 printed materials to clinicians.
clinicians in the Intervention Clinics receive access to the HAT system to assist them in following the JNC 7 guidelines.

### Patient-Level Components

All patients enrolled in the study receive structured computer-assisted hypertension education during their baseline study visit. The patients also receive printed materials explaining hypertension treatment and therapeutic lifestyles. We choose to use the computer-assisted education because our studies showed that computer-assisted education can be a feasible education alternative in a general patient population regardless of the level of computer literacy and could be at least as effective as 1-on-1 education. In addition, the patients enrolled at the intervention clinics have the HAT system installed at their homes which assists them in following their individualized hypertension treatment plans.

### Hypertension HAT System

Physicians in the intervention clinics receive access to the HAT system from their office desktops. The clinician HAT units provide continuous support in following the JNC 7 guidelines. The HAT functionality includes structured computer-assisted JNC 7 training, interactive clinical decision support for JNC 7 algorithms for pharmacological treatment, multi-component individualized hypertension treatment plans, monthly patient status reports, clinical alerts, and reminders.

A nurse case manager (HAT nurse) for this project is responsible for setting up an individualized treatment plan in coordination with the patient primary care provider. The information on each patient’s self-care plan and any following change in the self-care plan is kept in a formalized structured format in the study database. The HAT system uses the information on the self-care plans from the database to assess the patient’s adherence to self-management. In the case of patient nonadherence the HAT system sends corresponding alert message. The alerts are also generated in response to certain clinical criteria that are individually set up for each patient from the HAT website. The HAT nurse reviews the alert messages on daily basis. She responds to the qualifying alerts by calling the patient and by providing case-specific education and counseling to reinforce patient self-management. If it is necessary, the alert is forwarded to the patient’s doctor immediately by the nurse. The HAT nurse is responsible for the continuous update of the information in the self-care plan database. The database is available from any Web browser using secure protocol so that all eligible staff is able to easily access the data.

A personal self-care plan consists of a set of self-management guidelines which are individualized for each patient and are presented in a clear and understandable format. In addition to pharmacological treatment section the self-care plan includes components to enforce therapeutic life styles suggested by the JNC 7 Report that are individualized for a particular patient. All patients enrolled from the intervention clinics receive self-care plans that are based on the initial patient evaluation. The self-care plans are coordinated with the patients’ primary care physicians and are given to the patients only after they are approved by their physicians. The self-care plan includes patient’s personal treatment goals, daily medication regimen, self-assessment guidelines includ-
ing actions that should be undertaken in response to certain symptoms or objective measurements, information on follow-up visits, personalized instructions for the implementation of therapeutic lifestyle changes such as weight reduction, adoption of the DASH eating plan, dietary sodium reduction, physical activity, and moderation of alcohol consumption. The self-care plan is designed as an agreement between the patient and the clinician based on the patient’s needs and preferences for the care of their hypertension management. The self-care plan includes pharmacological and nonpharmacological components. The extent of the patient’s involvement in their care is reflected in 3 specific behaviors that the patient identified as most important for him or her and for which mutually acceptable goals were set up. The self-care plan is set up by the case manager in collaboration with the patient and can be dynamically updated on the HAT case management portal.

The Study Sample
To be eligible for entry into the study, potential study subjects must satisfy the following inclusion criteria: (1) to be a patient with a primary care provider at 1 of the clinics participating in the study; (2) have a physician diagnosis of hypertension; (3) be 21 years of age or older at the time of randomization; (4) be black by self-report; (5) be prescribed at least 1 medication for hypertension; (6) have poorly controlled blood pressure defined as the average of 2 seated BP measurements at each of 2 consecutive baseline evaluation visits; (7) understand spoken English; (8) have a home telephone; and (9) have no other member of the household enrolled in the study.

Patients are ineligible for entry into the study if any of the following exclusionary criteria are met: (1) an identified secondary cause of hypertension; (2) symptomatic myocardial infarction or stroke within the past 6 months; (3) congestive heart failure (NYHA class III or greater); 3) significant renal impairment; (4) diseases likely to lead to noncardiovascular death over the course of the study; (5) evidence that the patient may move from the study area before the completion of the study; (6) presence of any health condition, that would preclude participation (eg, psychiatric diagnosis or physical disability); and (7) any type of chemical dependency.

After completion of each study visit, the patients receive $25 to compensate for their time spent filling out questionnaires and answering interviewers’ questions.

Description of Intervention
General Considerations for Design of HTN HAT System
The HTN HAT system has 3 major objectives: (1) to help patients in following their self-management plans; (2) to help health care practitioners to follow their patients’ self-management process; and (3) to facilitate clinical practices implementing multi-component hypertension management based on the JNC 7 guidelines.

In this randomized clinical trial, patients in the intervention group have the HAT home units (Internet-enabled computer connected to a blood pressure monitor and weight scale) installed in their homes and are instructed on how to use it. They are asked to do self-testing on a regular basis. During self-testing they measure objective parameters and answer questions regarding their symptoms, side effects, medication use, and other self-care actions. Based on the self-testing results the patients receive advice according to the treatment plan prescribed by their provider. Using self-reported data the system determines patient Stage of Change according to the Transtheoretical Model with the respect to a certain activity (ie, dietary sodium reduction) which is identified in individualized treatment plan. The patients receive short multimedia message according to the current Stage of Change. All patient data are automatically sent by the computer to the HAT Server, where the information is analyzed by the HAT System in real time. For patients who fail to do self-testing regularly, who are nonadherent to their medication regimen (based on self-report), or who consistently fail to answer correctly the educational quizzes, the HAT system will send multimedia education and brief counseling messages that reinforce adherence with their self-care plans. The HAT System also automatically generates alerts each time patients: (1) do not perform self-testing as scheduled, (2) do not take their medications as prescribed, or (3) exceed specified thresholds for clinical parameters. The alerts are checked on a daily basis by the HAT nurse working for the project. The nurse decides whether a particular alert is clinically significant. If necessary, the patients for whom alerts are generated is contacted by phone for individual case management by the nurse. Physicians and patients receive monthly computer-generated reports that summarize the patient’s status and adherence with self-care plan. They are notified immediately by the nurse if a clinically significant event which requires urgent physician’s attention occurs. In addition, physicians have access to the HAT system at their offices and use it for computerized decision support of the JNC 7 guidelines. A general outline for the interactions between HTN HAT and a patient is shown in Table 3.

Structure of a HAT-Patient Session
Each HTN HAT-patient session includes monitoring, analysis, and educational components. The patients are guided by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Model of HTN HAT-Patient Interaction During the HAT Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Regular patient assessment (symptoms, side effects, medication use, self-care adherence, objective parameters—systolic BP, diastolic BP, weight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Help in following an individualized hypertension treatment plan (evaluation of self-testing results, BP goals assessment, feedback according to the individualized self-care plan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Structured hypertension education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Control of treatment adherence (medications, lifestyles, PCP follow-up visits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Evaluation of behavioral constructs (such self-efficacy, stage of change) tailored to therapeutic lifestyles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Lifestyle modification counseling (weight control, DASH eating plan, dietary sodium reduction, physical activity, moderation of alcohol consumption)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Social support (virtual patient groups, chat room, message board, e-mail list)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCP indicates primary care providers; DASH, dietary approaches to stop hypertension.
the system through each telecommunication session. During the HAT session the patients perform the following tasks: (1) answer questions on a disease diary, (2) use blood pressure monitor or weight scale when prompted by the system, (3) obtain interpretation of self-testing results and advice according to their self-care plan, (4) receive tailored messages from 1 or several counseling modules, (5) receive knowledge reinforcement from hypertension education module, and (6) use social support and healthy lifestyle promotion modules. The HAT monitoring component interacts with the patient to collect self-testing data. The HAT analysis component interprets the received data according to the patient’s treatment plan and detects clinically significant events and patient nonadherence. The analysis component identifies which part of a patient’s treatment plan that patient should follow and which alerts, if any, should be generated. The educational component includes 2 parts. The first part is based on the results of the analysis component and provides the patient with immediate interpretation of the self-testing. The patient is educated on how to follow the individualized hypertension treatment plan according to the interpretation results and receives information tailored to the current disease status. The second part of the educational component does not depend on the self-testing results and is aimed at providing general disease education. This part is organized in the form of multi-choice questions and “tips of the day.”

Hypertension education is divided into consecutive sections reflecting the following topics: (1) how your body controls blood pressure/a cardiovascular primer, (2) understanding hypertension, (3) how hypertension hurts your body, (4) diagnosing and monitoring blood pressure, (5) therapeutic lifestyles, (6) medication for hypertension, (7) emergency situations, (8) hypertension and other disease, and (9) hypertension in special groups.

Each section is broken into a sequence of simple educational messages that is presented to the patients one-by-one as a “tip of the day.” During each telecommunication session a patient receives a multiple choice question aimed to assess the patient’s understanding of the educational message received by the patient during a previous session. If the patient answers correctly, the next educational message is presented by HAT. If the patient answer is incorrect the educational message from previous session will be presented again. If the patient answers the same question incorrectly several times the HAT system generates an educational alert so that the HAT nurse can discuss a particular topic with the patient. At the end of each section, patients receive a short quiz consisting of 3 to 5 questions representing topics which are particularly important for hypertension patients to understand. If patients pass the quiz they move to the next section, otherwise they return to the beginning of the current session and repeat it again. Patient progress with educational curriculum is monitored by the HAT system. HAT generates textual and audio messages to reinforce patient education.

Each self-testing session consists of mandatory and optional components. Mandatory components take 10 to 15 minutes for the majority of patients to complete. In addition, once a week the mandatory part is broadened to assess diet, physical activity, alcohol consumption, anxiety, and depression. This additional component may take 5 to 7 minutes to complete. The optional components include interactive education, structured lifestyle modification counseling, social support, secure patient-provider messaging, and review of personal goals and achievements. There are no time limits for these activities. A maximal number of consecutive days without self-testing is setup by a case manager for each patient in the HAT case management portal. The case manager receives an alert when this maximum is reached and then contacts patients to mitigate possible self-care issues.

The Role of the HAT Nurse

The HAT nurse is an integral part of the HAT intervention. The HAT nurse acts as a case manager and checks alerts generated by the HAT system on a daily basis. She has to respond to the alerts according to the established guidelines and contacts the patients to counsel and educate them. The noncompliance alerts are usually resolved by the responsible nurse without physician intervention. The patient’s physician is notified of these events in the monthly reports. However, the physician is notified about alerts immediately if serious clinical deterioration occurs in patients who do not comply with their self-care plans.

Considerations for Computer Interface Design for HTN HAT Patient Unit

The design of HTN HAT interface for patient units was based on our previous experience in successfully introducing this technology to patients with various chronic conditions. The evaluation of home telemonitoring acceptance has been conducted in a group of asthma patients enrolled from low income inner city areas (Washington Heights and Harlem in New York City). The patient population was comprised mostly of blacks or Hispanics (78%); 45% were employed; 58% never used an ATM, and 71% never used computer before. Our results showed that 74% of the patients perceived self-monitoring as “not complicated at all,” and 87% expressed interest in using such a system in the future. Similar results were obtained in patients with inflammatory bowel disease. Though 20% of these patients had never used a computer at home, 80% of them believed that the self-testing would not interfere with usual activities and that the self-testing was not complicated. High acceptance of the HAT user interface was shown among methadone users using multimedia smoking cessation module. Though 60% of the participants have never used a computer before, 79% of them rated the computer interface as “not complicated at all.”

The following steps have been undertaken to ensure successful acceptance of the HAT system by the black patients with hypertension: (1) recommendations from current literature for development of computer interfaces for this population were incorporated in the HAT design, (2) additional adaptability to personal user preferences were provided by the development of three modifications of the HAT user interface: mouse-, keyboard-, and voice-driven versions, and (3) we implemented a thorough iterative process for the HAT system pretesting in laboratory environment, in focus groups, and in patient homes. The following specific recommendations have been implemented to improve acceptance of the computer interface: text/background contrast, color-coded
content, small number of navigation buttons, increased size of navigation buttons, clearer graphics for menu options, large fonts, simple language, friendly encouraging messages, minimizing amount of information per screen (dividing large messages between several screens), keyboard- or voice-driven interfaces.

**Challenges and Lessons Learned**

The main challenge of the study was to introduce an interactive health communication technology that can be successfully used by our target population at home. To address this challenge we used an iterative step-wise process of the HAT home unit development that accounted for major principles of user-friendly interface design and for the requirements of development of culturally sensitive content. The user interface design issues are described in the previous section. Focus groups were used for the content development. The results of the focus groups have been described.

At the beginning of the study, we conducted and analyzed 4 focus groups with 32 black participants diagnosed with hypertension to develop a culturally tailored content for a home-based telecare program aimed at improving hypertension care in blacks. The discussion about the use of technology was well accepted, it identified cultural- and gender-specific barriers in hypertension care, and generated a comprehensive list of concepts and features to be included in a home-based computerized hypertension telemanagement system. Several categories emerged across the groups, including Barriers, Facilitators, Consumer Suggestions, and Technology. The patients identified key health care components and indicated the skills and tasks they perceived as steps toward managing their hypertension which were subsequently included into the home telemanagement program.

Based on the preferences expressed by the focus group participants, the following topics in the interactive hypertension education curriculum were significantly enhanced: stress management, effective communication with providers, navigation of health care system, alternative medicine, social support, and community resources.

Results of the focus groups conducted with patients who used this technology indicated that majority of participants enthusiastically endorsed the notion of using telecare technology to facilitate hypertension management. Based on our previous experience described above, we hypothesize that the hypertension telemanagement will be well accepted by study population.
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